TUESDAY 25th MAY 2021 - Term 2 Week 6

Newsletter
A Note from Susi
What makes Montessori different to mainstream education is a question often
asked. The parent education evening, a snapshot into the study of geometry,
provided just one example, focussing on how geometric concepts are presented
and build through each Cycle from 3 year old kindergarten to Year 6.
As in all areas of the Montessori curriculum, the key lessons and the use of beautiful
concrete materials provide the children with the knowledge they need to launch
into their own explorations and discoveries – the first steps towards choice,
independent work and learning how to research and to think for themselves.
Next term, at the parent education evening, distinct to Montessori education, we
will present how we teach the functions of grammar and sentence structure and
how this knowledge applies to the development of writing skills.
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What’s on this term
Upper Hume Division Cross
Country Friday 28 May

Pencil in your diaries, Monday 2 August from 6 -7pm to join a tour the grammar
curriculum from Cycle 1 to Cycle 3 allowing time for questions and discussion.
Childminding will be provided.

Pupil Free Day Friday 4 June

On another note if you have a minute pop into the foyer to view the stunning
artwork, ‘the interdependence of our world’ created by every student in the school
from Prep to Year 6 in specialist art classes with Terie Quealy and Tania Sutton.
Read more about this rich and wonderful part of our curriculum in the Art News.

Fruit Fly Circus Incursion
Wednesday 16 June, 10.30am

Queen’s Birthday Public Holiday
Pupil Free Day Monday 14 June

Cycle 3 Camp Monday 21 –
Wednesday 23 June

Warm regards
Susi
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Term 2 Ends Friday 25 June
2.15pm finish

Cycle 1 News
From the Emerald and Amethyst Rooms
Montessori learning environments are prepared to
nurture children’s natural tendency to work and their
love of learning. They provide opportunities for children
to engage in spontaneous, purposeful activities under
the guidance of a trained adult. The design of a
Montessori learning environment has four dimensions:

The physical environment is characterised by
furniture and implements, matched to the size
and strength of the children, and by distinctive
educational materials designed to precise
specifications and matched to developmental
stage.

The social environment comprises a multi-age
peer group, a trained teacher and trained
teaching assistants as required. This dimension
of the environment is designed so infants,
children and young people can develop both as
individuals and as social beings. It includes reallife activities that link them in meaningful ways
to their home, community and culture, as well
as activities that develop a concept of their
place in the world and the wider Universe.

The time environment is designed to give
children the time they need to develop.
Wherever possible the school day is made up of
unbroken three-hour work periods, so children
are able to follow their interests and to achieve
their learning goals without being interrupted.

The emotional environment is prepared so
children always feel safe, secure and confident
enough to follow their interests and to engage
in deep concentration.
Through their work the children develop concentration,
motivation, persistence, and discipline. Within this
framework the children progress at their own pace and
with the guidance of the teacher, they have choice in
their learning and flexibility in how and when this is done.
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MOTHER’S DAY MORNING
What a great turn-out we had for our Mother’s Day
morning. It was lovely to see so many mums, dads and
significant others early in the morning and the children
were excited to show their favourite activities and
learning journals. If you were unable to attend the event,
please feel free to pop in another morning.

OUTDOORS
The children continue to rake leaves each day as the oak
tree sheds its load. There has been lots of laughter as
leaves were thrown and piled into the green-waste bins
with the children stomping them down. Some children
have worked hard to build a small ‘retaining wall’ using
the granite rocks from our playground to keep soil from
washing into one of the drains.

Cycle 1 Photos
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Meet our Amazing Staff
Hi I’m Kat and I’m the Director of Tigereye (Cycle 3). I grew up in Canberra with my mum as a music teacher and dad a
scientist, so maybe that’s why I’ve always really loved music and science! I studied at the ANU in Canberra a Bachelor of
Science (Psychology)/Bachelor of Economics. Then I did a Graduate diploma in Applied Psychology (counselling) at the
University of Canberra because I initially wanted to become a Psychologist. After this, I went off travelling in Australia and
overseas for a few years and ended up working at an incredible outdoor education centre called Mittagundi and then
completed my Diploma of Education. After this, I taught various subjects in secondary schools in Melbourne and Bendigo.
I met my husband Matt in 2000 and in 2004 we moved to King Island with baby Mia where Matt (and later on, me) taught
for a Ballarat school that had a residential/outdoor ed program for year nines.
We moved to Beechworth from King Island in 2007 (with Mia and baby
Sage) when Matt got a job as an outdoor ed teacher at a secondary school
in Wodonga. I started teaching music at BMS when our children were
young, then later on decided to apply to be the Tigereye director. What I
love about being a Montessori primary school teacher is that I get to teach
so many different subjects and I am passionate about all of them! I’m also
learning new things all the time! I’ve studied Montessori education
through the North American Montessori Centre and this year I’m also
finishing my Diploma of Montessori Education through the Montessori
World Education Institute. I love seeing students light up with excitement
when something clicks for them in their learning or when they are
completely absorbed with some piece of work. I also enjoy going on camps
and getting outside with Tigereye for games, walks and anything active.
In my spare time I enjoy bushwalking, cycling, yoga, creative writing and playing my violin & guitar. I love going away on
camping trips and holidays with Matt and the children: Mia (17), Sage (15), Archie (12) as well as with other friends/family
– favourite places for us would be the south coast of NSW, the Victorian alps and pretty much anywhere in Tasmania.

Art News
What has been happening in Art so far this year? …Well we have all been having a lovely time experimenting, exploring and
discovering that we are all artists in our own way. After hearing many comments such as, “I am no good at art”, our focus
has been to build confidence, perseverance and ensure that art is seen as accessible to all children. Building up skills and
introducing new materials and techniques has been really important. In Cycle 3 we have just completed wire sculptures
which was great fun. We also studied printmaking with Tania and walked up to her studio to use her printing press to print
our mono-prints.
In Cycle 2 we have used natural materials to make animal creatures which were then photographed and we have made
nature weaving looms, which most children found really tricky. Lots of patience and perseverance was required but…….
there was so much enthusiasm! Therefore, we are going to continue to work on our fine motor skills launching into weaving
on cardboard looms. You can support your child at home with practicing tying knots, braiding, threading needles and sewing
on buttons.
In Cycle 1 we are working on our seasons charts focusing on the different textures of the seasons. With the tree as the main
element we are using a mixture of different art mediums and natural materials for our creations. The children’s focus is
amazing!
You will notice the use of the word natural appears consistently in our message. We believe that our art practices should
be about reusing what we can, using recyclable materials where possible, exposing children to the beauty of natural
materials around them and treading lightly as possible.
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Art News Continued…
Exhibition: At the moment all artwork is being kept at school for our exhibition in third term coinciding with International
Peace Day. However, please come in and see the wonderful mural that the children have created as part of World Harmony
Day which is hanging in the foyer. The theme of the mural was the interdependence of our world.
Cycle 1: Seasons Timelines: Lots of bark, sticks, paper, glue and
very sticky fingers! Lilly, Luca, Albert and Noah hard at work.

Terie and Tania
Wire sculptures: Aster, Nikita and Freya chat
while constructing their wire sculptures.

Printmaking at Tania’s studio: Calum rolls out ink to coat his plate, Alex turns the wheel and Ruby views her finished
mono-print

Lucinda making a
whimsical lion from
natural materials

Ryder and Jude create sculptures influenced
by artist Andy Goldsworthy

Henry threads his ‘parallelogram’
loom while Fela and Zachary
decorate theirs

“The hands are the instruments of man’s intelligence” -Maria Montessori
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Whole School News
A message from Charles in Cycle 3:

Lost Property
We have an abundance of lost property accumulating in
the Cycle 2 and 3 area of the school. Please remember
to label your child’s clothing to ensure we can return
them to the correct owner. All un-named items of
clothing will be donated to charity by the end of next
week.

Absences, Late Arrivals and Early Departures
If your child is absent from school it is vital that you
notify us along with the reason for the absence (eg.
unwell, attending an appointment, family holiday, etc.).
Please use one of the following options to notify the
school of an absence:
 Send an email to your child’s teacher and include
a CC to admin@bms.vic.edu.au
 Use the absence notification on the website in
the contact us tab
 Phone the Office on 03 5728 2940
If your child arrives to school after 9.00am or leaves
school before 3.15pm they MUST be signed in/out at the
office on the Late Arrival / Early Departure Notification
Register.

Community News
Support for families impacted by cancer
The Wellness Centre in conjunction with Canteen will be hosting the following
events at the beginning of June.
Education Professionals Training
 3:45pm to 4:45pm, Tuesday the 1st of June, in person at the Albury
Wodonga Regional Cancer Centre and also online.
 Tickets (free) & details available at www.eventbrite.com.au/e/educationprofessionals-training-registration-152299819861

Parenting Through Illness
 6pm to 7pm, Tuesday the 1st of June, in person at the Albury Wodonga
Regional Cancer Centre and also online.
Tickets (free) & details available at https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/parentingthrough-illness-communication-registration-151744589151
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